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A6etraet : Absoluto crac Bections were measured for elastic BcatterIne of sBe oa'He at lab e~rgies
of 5, 9, 12 and 16 MeV. Theca differential cross sections were flt with a computer code to aa-
cortain optical model parameters. Absolute differential cmsB Bections were measured at lab
energies of S and 12 MeVfor the reactions 9Be19~, (p, t, a)]t'N, l'N, 14C.

NUCLEAR REACTIONS 913e(9He, °Be), (9Be, p), (°He, t), (°Be, a), E = S, 9, 12,
16 MeV; measured u(E� B), deduced optical model parameterB . Natural target.

1. Introdaction

This work consists of the first experimental investigation of the interaction of
energetic beams of 9Be with 9Be. Because of the low neutron binding energy of 9Be
and the diffuseness of its surface, it might be expected that this reaction would show
some unusual features .
The elastic scattering data is discussed in sect. 2. The data are well described by as

optical model fit and reasonable optical model parameters are extracted. The re-
actions which yield protons, tritons, and a~particles are discussed in sect. 3. At the
low bombafding energies available, the cross sections for the production of all states
which could be resolved are quite low, from 1 to 200 ~cb/sr. The angular distributions
are for the most part featureless . It would therefore seem that s direct reaction inter-
pretation is doubtful .

2.'Be on'Be elastic scattering

The ion source used to produce the beryllium beams has been previously de-
scribed 1). Essentially it is a standard High Voltage Engineering Corporation ion
source with the entrance canal and sleeve replaced by specially made units ofberyllium
metal and beryllium oxide, respectively,with additions] beryllium dust scattered inside
the bottle so as to adhere to the walls andwith chlorine as the gas. When hydrogen
or helium is used as the gas, beams of these ions are obtained as usual. The University
of Iowa type CN Van de Graaff is equipped with a deflection magnet in the terminal
wh='.ch serves as amass analyzer after the ions have been accelerated by 10 to 20 keV.
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The beryllium ions are separated from other ions extracted from the source and no
contaminant beams are accelerated down the tube.
Carbon stripping foils may be inserted at a distance of five-twelfths of the way

down the tube so that energies greater than 6MeV maximum terminal voltage may
be obtained . Stripped 9He beams allowed theoretical maximum lab energies of 16.5
MeV (9He+x),13 MeV(9Be+a), and9.S MeV (9He+~) assuming amàximum terminal
energy of 6 MeV. (A typical carbon foil lasted from 1 to S h when used to strip beryl-
lium beams.) Routinely observed current dalues for energy analyzed'He beams were
20 to 200nA for 9He+ 1, 9He+s and 9Be+a~ and 1 to 20 nA for 9He+awhere ion charge
dependence has not been considered in beam current values.

Self-supporting beryllium targets were made by vacuum evaporation of beryllium
onto soap-covered glass slides from a tantallum boat using standard thin film tech-
niques . Gold wasevaporated in the same step in amounts suchthat the counting rates
for 9Be(9Be, gBe)9Be and 197Au(gHC, 9He)197Au were the same order ofmagnitude.
The targets were from 20 to 100 ~gJcm2 thick and had major contaminants of 12C,
160, and a heavier element thought to be tantallum.
AdE-E telescope wasused to detect the scattered 9He beam. The dE detector was

a gas proportional counter designed by Von Behren s) . The proportibnâT counter
had a FORMVAR entrance window about 200 keV thick to S MeV 9He and used a
gas mixture of 93 ~ argon and S ~ COz at pressures of 2 to S Ton. The E-detector,
mountod behind the active proportional counter region in the gas itself, wasa surface
barrier solid state detector 150 ~m in thickness. The telescope subtended an angular
range of ~ 1°.
The dE and E detector signals were amplified separately and fed into ADC units

interfaced to an on-line computer. A CDC 160-A was usod as an on-line computer
in which a dE x E (64 x 236) matrix was developed as data came in . The com-
puter was interfaced to an oscilloscope such that the Cwo-dimensional dE x E
matrix could be displayed at various contour levels. The events resulting from do-
faction of 9Be particles were marked on the contour by two lines . All events falling
betweenthese two lines were recorded as a single 1024 channel pulse height spectrum .
It was this spectrum which was used to determine the elastic cross sections. These
data were transferred to magnetic tape at the completion of each angle, the computer
memory erased, and a new angle begun.
The dE x E data demonstrated the necessity of utilizing a telescope for particle

identification. Although not explicitly analyzed, energy loss lines resulting from
alphas, lithium, and heavier elements, thought to be carbon and boron, were seen.
The limited angular range of the distributions was the result of interference of

target contaminants (1~C,160) at forward angles and the difficulty of.separating the
low-energy part of the 9Be energy loss line from the heavier element energy loss lines
in the dE x E matrix at the backward angles .



2.2. DATA ANALYSL4 AND RE3ULT3
The events from t 9'Au(gBe, 9Be)19'Au were assumed to be due to classical

Rutherford scattering at all angles and energies investigated . With this assumption,
the data was reduced to yield the elastic cross section of gBe(9Be, 9He)9Be in the
form of the ratio of measured cross section to theoretical Mott cross sectioà a) using
the Rutherford scattering as normalization.

Elastic scattering cross sections for °He on 9Be expressed as the ratio of the measured cross section
to the theoretical Mott cross section

sB0+9H0

TAS~ 1

T~2
Yield saws data at 43° lab angle for sHe on °He expressed as in table 1
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The final experimental results are given in tables 1 and 2. The errors given for the
experimental points are relative andare due to error in summing the peaks, counting
statistics, and the 1° angular range subtended by the telescope. The yield curve
data need to normalize the ratios are given is table 2 a,nd graphically displayed in
fig. 1. Table 2 represents, at most energies, the average of results of several experi-
ments with different targets . These different data gave cross-section ratios which wore

c.m. angle
(deg) S

Lab beam
9

energy (MeV)
12 16

40 0.338f0.010
SO 0.170f0.026
60 0.907f0.038 0.408f0.012 0.228f0.007 0.245f0.014
63 0.905f0.030 0.379f0.014 0.253f0.006
70 0.898f0.027 0.352f0.012 0.277 f0.010
73 0.891f0 .022 0.339f0.016 0.264f0.015
80 0.872f0.018 0.332f0.007 0.246f0.004 0.160f0.013
85 0.880f0.022 0.313f0.009 0.190f0.005
90 0.853f0.034 0.311f0.011 0.191f0.007 0.142f0.016
95 0.837f0.035 0.309f0.017 0.194f0.010
100 0.823 f0.065 0.332f0.023 0.246f0.016 0.180f0.033
103 0.861 t0.067 0.340f0.025 0.262f0.019
110 0.830f0.060 0.352f0.026 0.275f0.020
115 0.838 f0.034 0.379f0.027 0.256f0.019
120 0.830f0.053 0.404f0.029 0.230f0.017

Lab beam
energy (MeV)

Ratio to Mott
at 43° lab

Lab beam
energy (MeV)

Ratio to Mott
at 45° lab

3.0 1.004f0.056 S.0 0.833f0.035
3.5 0.980f0.048 5.25 0:796f0.034
4.0 0.983f0.053 9.0 0.312f0.011
4.23 0.923fO.OS3 12.0 0.191 fQ.007
4.3 0.937f0.033 16.0 0.142f0.016
4.75 0.936f0.042
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Fig. 1. Yield curve data at 43° lab angle for 9He on 9Ho expressed as the ratio oftho measured cross
section to the theoretical Mott cross section for lab onorgies 3 to 16 MoV.
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consistentwithin t5.~. On this basis, the absolute cross-sectionerrorisconservatively
claimed to be S t10~.
The experimental data were fit with an optical model computer code which was a

modified version of an elastic scattering search program written by Smith ~). The
optical model code had six parameters available as variables. The real part of the
nuclear potential was a Woods-Saxon potential with a well depth Y, radius R, and
diffuseness ~. The imaginary part of the nuclear potential, which was either given
by the derivative of the real potential form factor or by a Gaussian form factor, was
described by a well depth W, a well radius R' and a diffuseness at.
The search procedure used was somewhat less extensive, but otherwise similar to

that described in detail by Poling et al. '). To summarize, it was found that no better
data fits were given when six parameters were allowed than when only four param-
eters were used and that either form of the imaginary potential yielded equally good
fits, though actual parameter values differed somewhat. On this basis all optical
model data listed in table 3 used a derivative form factor and were limited to four
parameters by demanding R = R' and ~ = at = a. The well Irnown ambiguity
involving . the constancy of the product VR', which is extensively explored by Poling
et al.') for lithium elastic scattering, was found to exist for the present data with n
on the order of 1.3 to 2.0. Different values of the product VR" conespond to different
numbers of wavelengths contained in the well . For the fits discussed below the poten-
tial radii were held constant and a family ofpotential well depths found.



T~ 3
Sets ofoptical model parameters which gave Good ßts to the °He on °He elastic scattering data

R m R~A~ is the Woods-Sazon potential radius: R' ® R,A*~ is the inoa~inary potential radius ;
d= - target mesa . The radii R~ = Rs= 2 fm for all values in the table.

°) ar - Woods-saxon potential dißY,seneas; a, = imaginary potential diffuaeneas .
") v= wooaa-saxon pota~tial wau aapth.
°) W- imaginary potential well depth
°) The ~ values as defined in Poliaß') were not competed with the exact weighting factors for

each point (3.2 ~ error for all points assumed), and therefore are only valid for fit comparison.
°) Optical model parameter sat giving lowest Xa value for a given energy (graphed for S and 16

MeVas broloa~a curve).
~ Optical model parameter set used to produce smooth curves in figs. 3 through 6 (lowest X' sum

value) .

set Heam energy
lab (MaV)

a* = a, ">
(fm)

v")
(MeV)

W°)
(MeV)

xs a)

A-1 3 0.622 187.2 2.8 3.13
9 18.6 0.823

12 30.3 1.06
16 °) 42.3 3.01

Gl 3 ~) 0.632 189.3 6.6 2.38
97 22.2 0.323

12 7 33 .9 1.13
16 7 49.6 4.34

G2 3 0.621 228.4 7.7 2.37
9 24.8 . 0.32

12 37.6 1.09
16 34.6 4.61

C-3 3 0.610 271.3 8.6 2.61
9 27.1 0.315

12 41 .1 1.03
16 39.6 4.87

G4 S 0.601 318.2 9.2 2.67
9 29.3 0.312

12 44.4 1.02
16 64.3 3.11

GS 3 0.392 369.0 9.6 2.78
9 31 .3 0.309
12 47.6 0.992
16 69.3 3.36

A-6 3 °) 0.399 423.7 17.7 1.87
9 42.3 0.839

12 61 .1 1.10
16 86.0 6.42

G6 3 O.S84 423.7 9.7 2.91
9 33.1 0.306

12 30.6 0.976
16 73.9 3.60

B-7 3 0.563 483.1 8.2 3.28
9 29.8 0.986

12 °) 46.1 0.848
16 67.7 4.63

G7 S 0.377 482.1 9.6 3.08
9 °) 34.7 0.304

12 33.3 0.972
16 78.6 5.84
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The results of the optical model fits are given in table 3. The data in table 3 were
generated in the following manner . The A-sets represent the best fit to the 12 MeV
data obtained by searching on Y, Wanda. The 9 MeVparameters in the A-data sets
were obtained by fixing aand Yto be equal to that obtained for 12 MeVA-set values
and searching only on W. The B-seta represent the best fit to the 9 MeV data when
searching on Wand Ywhile keeping tho a-valuo equal to the value found in set A.
The 12 MeV parameters in the B-data sets were obtained by fixing a and V to be
equal to the 9 MeV B-set parameters and searching on W only. The Cuts sets
represent the host fit to the 9 MeV data obtained by searching on V; Wand a. The
12 MeV parameters in the C-sets were obtained by fixing a and Y equal to the 9
MeY C-set values and searching on W only . Set C invariably yielded the lowest
overall value of chi-square.

Parameter searches were not done on the 16 MoV data because there were too few
experimental points to merit doing so. Therefore the 16 MeV optical modelparam-
eters listed in table 3 were the result of keeping a, R and Vconstant within a set, and
assuming Wvaries linearly with energy. Parameter Wwas calculated using the 9 and
12 MeV parameters .

Searches were done on the 5 MeV data . However, the fits proved unstable, yielding
values for W an order of magnitude greater than those for 12 MeV at best, and at
worst negative . values for W. The 5 MeV optical model parameters in table 3 then
were, as before, the result of keeping a, Rand Yconstant within a set and assuming a
linearly varying W, calculated using the 9 and 12 MeVparameters .Avisual inspection
of the 5MeVdata (see fig. 2) implies that the distribution shape is basically a straight
line within error bars . Perhaps better fits could be obtained by searching on data
smoothed to a straight line. l~rthermore, the quoted f10 ~ absolute error would
allow additional" freedom in experimental data manipulation with an eye toward
better fits.

It was found that all of the first eight or nine partial waves contributed signifi-
cantly to the cross sections given by the optical modelfits. This implies that the interior
of the well is important and therefore the surface dependent "Igo ambiguity" is not
expécted to apply. Reasonable data fits were not possible for real well depths less
than about 90 MeVand smaller well radii also yielded poorer fits . The rather standard
diSuseness values obtained do not substantiate apicture of beryllium with an unusu-
ally difi~use surface, although attempts wore made to force parameter sots into this
regime.
The experimental angular distributions are displayed graphically in figs. 2 through

5. The data point error bars represent relative errors only. Set C-1 gave tho .~ost
overall fit to the data, and it was this parameter set which was used in the optical
model computer code to produce the smooth curves in figs. 2 through 5. Since only
Wwasallowed to :vary within a set, these smooth curves show the consistency of the
optical model theory with that constraint . While set C-1 represents the best overall
fit to the data, better fits were obtained for individual angular distributions. These
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Fig. 3 . 1lastic scattering âatribution for 'Be on 'He at 9 MeV lab energy, expressed as in flg. 1.

best individual fits are shown as a broken curve in ßgs. 2 and 5. for the 5 and 16 MeV
data, respectively.

Recause of the limited energy range available it is not knownwhat physical mean-
ng, if any, these optical model parameter fits have. However, the 9 and 12 MeV
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optical model parameters differ only in W, and, as discussed above, the 5 MeVfits
might be improvedwith fewer constraints . It is known°) that, in the case ofthe elastic
scattering of lithium, optical model parameter sets obtained from the analysis of low
energy data are better abkto fit high energy elastic scattering data than high energy
parameter sets can fit the low energy data . There is no reason to suspect the situation
is otherwise in the case of beryllium scattering, but one must of course await the
high energy data to be sure.

3.1 . EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

3.'Be on'Be reactions

The targets were made in exactly the same manner as described in the elastic
scattering section. However, the targets used for the reaction data were somewhat
thicker (50=200 pg/cmZ).
A trial experiment demonstrated the necessity of accumulating data at one angle

for periods of ten to twenty hours to get good statistics ( 10 ~). Because of this
fact, a detector system which allowed data to be taken at three angles simultaneously
was employed . Three dE"E telescopes were mounted on the moveable top plate of
the scattering chamber. The three telescopes had a fixed angular separation of 30°
with respect to each other, and the whole telescope system wasmoveable with respect
to the beam. The dE detectors were surface barrier solid state detectors 40 Ecm thick.
The E-detectors were surface barrier solid-state detectors 2000 ~tm in thickness. Each
telescope subtended a solid angle of 1 .09 msr.
A monitor detector was mounted on the opposite side of the chamber at 45° lab

angle. This detector was also a surface barrier solid-state detector 150 ~cm thick . The
pulse height spectrum for this detector was used to normalize the cross-section yields
for a single ang~ilar setting of the telescope assembly. The monitor was a single
detector, and therefore the resulting spectrum wasthat ofallparticle types.Aprogram
was written for the on-line computer which separated the events from 9Be on 9Be
elastic scattering from other events and used to obtain the number of events from
9Be(9He, 9Be)9Be. The reaction cross sections were normalized absolutely using the
number of 9Be on 9Be elastic events given by the monitor spectrum and the measured
elastic cross sections given in the previous section.

3.2 . RESULTS

Theabsolute differential cross sections are shown graphically in figs . 9 through 11 .
The errors shown are relative only. These relative errors are the result of counting
statistics in reaction peaks and error in obtaining the number of 9Be on 9Be elastic
vents from the monitor spectnrm . The error in the number of 9Be on 9Be elastic
events was, in general, the largest contributor (f 20 ~) because of the necessity of
separating these events from a background of reaction products. The stated f 20
error for this error is very conservative and may well be as little as 10 %. The possible
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t10~ normalization error in the absolute elastic cross sections has not been i~luded
in the errors given.
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Data analysis was limited to states resolvable over the angular range ofdata taken.
For this reason the results of the sBe(9He, d)16Nwere not analyzed.
Atypical proton spectrum is shown in fig . 6. Thenumbers indicate the excited state

in 1 ~N . Angular distributions for the resolved states are shown in fig. 9. Proton data
was analyzed only for S MeV lab energy . No data analysis of the 12 MeV proton
spectrums was done because of very poor statistics and unresolved states. As can be
seen the cross sections are extremely small (2-22 ~cb/sr) and have no structure . In
general, the higher excited states have larger cross sections.
A representative triton spectrum is shown in fig . 7. The numbers indicate the

excited state in 1 'N. Angular distribution for the resolved states are shown in fig . 10.
The angular distributions have very little structure . The cross sections increased
significantly both with bombarding energy and excited state number. Once again,
these cross sections were very small, ranging from 8 to 40 ~cb/sr at 5 MeV lab bom-
barding energy and from 4 to 180 deb/sr at 12 MeV lab bombarding energy.
A typical a-spectrum is shown in fig. 8. The numbers indicate the excited state in

With respect to other reaction channels, little information is now available. The
9~(9~~ s~)io~ reaction was studied sufficiently to determine that there is no
significant (less than 1 fib) contribution from this channel. Other reaction channel
data, e.g., 9Be(9He, 1 'O~ were not studied.
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4. Coaclasion

The 9Be on 9I3e elastic scattering was found~to conform reasonably well to optical
model predictions . The reaction cross sections were shown to be very small (2 to 200
kb/sr) at the energies used and have very little structure. The cross sections for an
individual reaction product demonstrated an increase both with energy and exci-
tation energy. Had better statistics been available, perhaps more structure would
have been evident in these distributions .

The authors are indebted to Drs . .R. R. Carlson and G. L. .Payne for useful dis-
cussions during the course of this experiment.
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